Creative Curriculum
Jane Austen’s Donkey Cart

Curriculum planning can be inspired by using a single
object as a starting point
These notes are designed to help you use an object from our collection in order to inspire cross
curricular teaching and learning in the classroom. A trip to Jane Austen’s House Museum to see the
object is the ideal ‘learning outside the classroom’ experience.

To Begin
Try using the following questions to encourage creative thinking about the object and to help your
pupils build on their speaking and listening skills:

Questions:

• What do you think this object is made from?
• Who do you think might have made this object? What skills would they need?
• How do you think this object was used?
• If you went on a journey in this cart, where do you think you might go?
• How would it feel to go on a journey in this cart?
• How is this object different to other objects that have wheels?
• What sort of person do you think would own an object like this?
• This donkey cart was used by a famous writer called Jane Austen. What can you find out about her?
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Background information about the object

Jane Austen’s donkey cart

This donkey cart or carriage dates
from the early 19th century. It was
owned by the writer Jane Austen
who lived with her mother and
sister in a large cottage on an
estate belonging to her brother,
Edward. The estate was in the
Hampshire village of Chawton
and the house where she lived
is now open to the public (Jane
Austen’s House Museum).

The donkey cart is made from wood with iron-rimmed wheels and accessories. It was made locally,
although the coach builder is unknown. The iron accessories, including the iron wheels, would have
been forged at the local blacksmiths in the village (next door to where Jane Austen lived).
Edward Austen

The wood used to make the carriage is painted black with
red decoration. This type of decoration implied a family
of status; Edward Austen had inherited money and land
from rich relations. However, unlike Edward, the women
of the family were not rich and could not afford to keep
horses (which required stabling and grooms to look after
them). Donkeys were a cheaper alternative, and this
donkey carriage was an economical form of transport.
The donkeys would have been kept in a field near the
cottage, and were given shelter in one of the outhouses.
Jane Austen makes several references to using the
carriage in her surviving letters; she used it in particular
towards the end of her life when she was too unwell to walk. The donkey carriage could travel at
a speed of about 4mph, and it would take about 20 minutes to travel the two miles into Alton, the
nearest town. There is a wooden lid in the seat of the carriage which opens to reveal a storage area for
luggage and shopping.
The carriage has been on display at the museum since it opened in 1949. Prior to this, it was kept at
Chawton House, the large manor house inherited by Edward Austen, which Jane Austen knew as ‘The
Great House’.
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The Owner

Jane Austen’s writing table

Jane Austen was born in Hampshire
in 1775. She was the daughter of a
clergyman and had 6 brothers and
1 sister. She started writing stories
from an early age, primarily to
entertain family and friends. At the
age of about 20, she started writing
full length novels although it wasn’t
until she was 35 that her first book
was published. After her father died,
Jane Austen and her mother and
sister went to live in the Hampshire
village of Chawton and it was here
that Jane Austen wrote her greatest
works. Her novels were innovative
in style and subject matter; her
stories focused on character rather
than plot. Although she had good
reviews for the 4 novels published in
her lifetime, she was not a famous
writer (she published her books
anonymously) and it was not until
the 20th century that her works
gained in popularity.

They are now published in over 40
languages and have all been adapted
for film and television. She recently
became the first woman ever to be
featured on the £10 bank note.

Jane Austen’s House, early 19th Century
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Ideas for creative planning across the curriculum
You can use this object as the starting point for developing pupils’ critical and creative thinking as
well as their learning across the curriculum. Build on links between curriculum areas by following
a particular topic or theme that interests you and your class. Here are a few suggestions of possible
topics that you and your class could focus on:

• Jane Austen
• Materials
• How things work
• Journeys

Ideas for creative planning across the KS1 and KS2
curriculum using ‘Journeys’ as a topic
Here are a few ideas of how you can develop a range of learning opportunities to engage pupils with
this theme.

• Design and make your own form of transport.
• R esearch materials you could use to make your transport. Consider materials that are locally sourced
like the wood used to make the donkey cart.

• Investigate where people like Jane Austen travelled to on holiday.
• L ocate these places on a map; carry out an in-depth study of one of these places, past and present.
• W rite a story about this carriage – where did it go, who travelled in it and what did it see? You can
write the story from the donkey’s perspective if you like.

• Imagine you are going on a journey in this carriage – where will you go? Act out your journey in class
and bring to life the characters you meet. Write scripts based on this work.

• W rite letters home from the places that you visit.
• Imagine you have journeyed to a different country in a different mode of transport – practise some
phrases that you would need to go shopping.

• Investigate the food that Jane Austen bought on her journey into town. Where did it come from and
where was it grown? How does this compare to the food we buy today?

• L ink journeys to PE. Create travelling sequences in gymnastics and dance and practise ways of
travelling with a ball in outdoor games.

• Investigate the theme of journeys in RE.
• Investigate the forces of pushing and pulling in science.
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Tips for introducing objects to a class

• D isplay an image of the object in the classroom for a number of days with a ‘graffiti wall’ for children
to add comments or questions about the object. Once the pupils’ comments and questions have
been gathered a class discussion can follow on.

• C over the object and allow the children to feel it. Can they work out what it is without seeing it?
• S how the object to the class for a minute or two. Remove the object and see what they can remember.
• Introduce the object to the whole class in a question and answer session designed to develop the
pupils’ speaking and listening skills as outlined on page one.

• W ork in pairs sitting back to back. One child describes the object and the other draws.
• C ollect as many pictures or examples of similar objects from different time periods and explore the
similarities and differences. Then try to sort the objects according to age.
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